
Emotional Wellbeing is innate to us. And yet, it can seem as if
feelings of stress, trauma and unease are constantly taking us

away from this.

What we so often overlook is the fact that these feelings tell us
something: when we do not feel right it is because something is wrong.
Our emotional response is not a flaw in our makeup: it is a natural,

healthy response to an imbalance in our life or our being.

Often, we try to fix uncomfortable emotions from the outside-in - we try taking
something or doing something to make ourselves feel better. However, true

healing occurs when we listen within to feel and heed the source of our unease,
allow our resistance to it to dissolve, become open to its wisdom and then move
outwards from there. With this inside-out approach to healing, we experience
this process very differently: it is lighter, quicker, deeper, more vibrant, more

sustained and even enjoyable.

Over many years of practice and of working with students of flower
essences, I have found that essences are often only used in a somewhat

limited and superficial way: as natural remedies for taking away
uncomfortable emotions. Whilst this can be effective and appropriate in an

acute situation such as shock, this approach rarely works with more
sustained emotional states like depression, chronic anxiety, low self-
esteem, recurring anger, grief that has become locked in, and so on.

Long-standing emotional states point to the fact that something is fundamentally
out of balance in this person's life, and the healing cycle has become stuck. A

more comprehensive approach is needed: in order to support true
transformation, the skills of holding space and intuitive prescribing are

deeply needed: from here, profound trauma and unease can be resolved.

IN THIS FIVE-PART FLOWER ESSENCE COURSE, we will look at how
we can help a person, with essences and with our presence, in both acute
and emotional psychological trauma, in ways that are truly effective and

transformational.

.



Who is this for: Complementary Practitioners or Therapists (including Advanced
Essence Practitioners) who wish to use essences more effectively for your client's

emotional transformation within your practice.

Anyone with experience of taking essences over several years, who understand
the basics and wishes to use essences more skilfully for yourself and your family.

Essence ranges used: This course is suitable for anyone using any essence
range - the skills you learn will be applicable to all essences and you are

encouraged to share your knowledge and ask questions around any essence,
including any you have made yourself. The main essences used for the purposes
of teaching examples will be the LightBringer Essences, with some reference to

the Bach Flower Essences and other ranges.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED:
UNDERSTANDING PRESCRIBING FOR ACUTE SHOCK AND TRAUMA

VERSUS PRESCRIBING FOR CHRONIC EMOTIONAL STATES;

THE POTENT EFFECT OF HOLDING SPACE;

GRIEF, SORROWAND DEPRESSION;

FRUSTRATION, IRRITABILITY AND ANGER;

FEAR AND ANXIETY

BONUS SESSION: What is Success?

FIVE-PART FLOWER ESSENCE CPD COURSE
Facilitator: Rachel Singleton

When: Commences Monday 1st June
Next sessions: Monday 15th June, Monday 29th June, Friday 3rd July,

Monday 6th July

Start time: 7.00pm; duration 90 minutes
Charge: £125 (2 concession places available at £75 - please ask for details)

Non-refundable deposit of £30 secures your place

CONTACT
Tel: 015394 37427 Email: admin@lightbe.co.uk

Website: www.rachelsingleton.com LightBringer Essences: www.lightbe.co.uk


